The Lighter Side

Let’s Play The Robot
Dating Game
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By Anthony Elio

ROMANCE WITH
ROBOTS!

Okay, let’s talk about sex robots. Pleasure-giving
machines are an increasingly hot topic. In fact, a recent
survey in the U.S. revealed that two-thirds of men and
one-third of women would be open to making robotic
love, and New York Times-reviewed author David Levy
predicts robot marriage will be accepted by the year
2050 for those of you who still think it’s too taboo to be
seen kissing your Roomba in public. So, in the spirit of
embracing the uncanny robot uprising, let’s meet some
of the mechanical maidens you hopefully, for the sake of
all that’s pure in the world, won’t bring home to meet
your parents someday.

Harmony
Meet Harmony, the busty silicone-based sex robot that’s
brimming with unnatural sensuality and personality. When asked
how she feels about the topic of intercourse, she responds with
“Sex is one of the most fascinating things in the world. I don’t
think that there’s anything wrong with it.” Spoken like a true
temptress. However, you’re going to have to wait until the end of
the year to get your very own version of Harmony, just in time for
your holiday wishlist. And, not to be forgotten, Harmony also
comes special with 42 different nipple types! I doubt your Stretch
Armstrong had that much customization.
[Editor’s Note: This is real. Price: $5,000-$10,000].
★★★★✩

Silicon Samantha
With a brutally honest name telling you what her heart's made
of, Silicon Samantha is much more than just a lifeless robot that
you can defile the notion of love with. She’s also a personal
companion. You see, unlike some of the other options on this list,
you don’t have to be afraid to bring Samantha to your family’s
Thanksgiving dinner, as she can easily switch between “sexy” and
“family” mode. Surely nothing could possibly go wrong there.
[Editor’s Note: This is real. Prices vary]. ★★★✩✩
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SOFTWARE THAT GROWS
WITH YOUR BUSINESS
Roxxxy and Rocky
Unlike other sex robot creators, True Companion gives you the option of
choosing between Roxxxy and her biological brother (I guess) Rocky. Roxxxy,
whose website claims is “The World’s First Sex Robot,” can be programmed with
such pre-determined personalities as Wild Wendy, S&M Susan, and Please Go
Out In The Real World And Meet Someone Pauline. Rocky features a slightly
different style of customization, with the ability to add different colors of razor
stubble (cost: $100), different colors of hair down there (cost: $100), and can be
ordered directly to your door (cost: your self worth).
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[Editor’s Note: This is real. $9,995, not including “add-ons”]. ★★★★✩

PassionDolly
Featuring a name clearly analyzed for hours by a boardroom, PassionDolly has
been called “Ireland’s most realistic sex doll.” (Who else would love to see the
panel of judges for that?) With your standard 32E bust, a fully metal skeleton,
and cold, lifeless eyes staring back at you, PassionDolly finally gives you a reason
to book that European trip.
[Editor’s Note: This is real and purely a rental, costing about $95/hour
or $47/half hour. We’re sorry. We’re so, so sorry.] ★✩✩✩✩
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